FEDERAL BOARD OF INTERMEDIATE AND SECONDARY EDUCATION, ISLAMABAD

POSITION HOLDERS HSSC-II ANNUAL EXAMINATION, 2015

PRE-MEDICAL GROUP

FIRST POSITION
MARKS 1047
ROLL NO. 529297
NAME MAHA ZAINAB
INST. Army Public School & College for Girls, Sher Shah Road, Multan Cantt.

SECOND POSITION
MARKS 1031
ROLL NO. 525200
NAME UJALA ABDUL RASHID
INST. PAEC Model College, Niloore (F.A), Islamabad.

SECOND POSITION
MARKS 1031
ROLL NO. 525387
NAME SEERAT-E-FATIMAH
INST. Punjab College, 92, Nazimuddin Road, F-8/4, Islamabad.

THIRD POSITION
MARKS 1030
ROLL NO. 525363
NAME AYESHA NASRULLAH
INST. Punjab College, 92, Nazimuddin Road, F-8/4, Islamabad.
FIRST POSITION
MARKS  1023
ROLL NO.  541963
NAME  ABDULLAH ASHFAQ
INST.  OPF Boys College, H-8/4, Islamabad.

FIRST POSITION
MARKS  1023
ROLL NO.  556042
NAME  FASHA BINAT ZAFAR
INST.  Punjab College of Information Technology for Women, 2, Sargodha.

SECOND POSITION
MARKS  1022
ROLL NO.  544776
NAME  SYED MUHAMMAD KUMAIL
INST.  Army Public School and College for Boys, Rawalpindi Cantt.

SECOND POSITION
MARKS  1022
ROLL NO.  545922
NAME  MUHAMMAD UMER FAROOG AWAN
INST.  PAEC Model College for Boys, Chashma, Distt. Mianwali.

THIRD POSITION
MARKS  1019
ROLL NO.  544372
NAME  UZAIR AHMAD
INST.  Army Public College, Attock Cantt.
FIRST POSITION
MARKS  978
ROLL NO.  576539
NAME  FATIMA FAROOQ MURAWAT
INST.  Bahria College, Naval Complex, E-8, Islamabad.

SECOND POSITION
MARKS  958
ROLL NO.  576537
NAME  MEHWISH SIDDIQUE
INST.  Punjab College, 92, Nazimuddin Road, F-8/4, Islamabad.

THIRD POSITION
MARKS  956
ROLL NO.  576534
NAME  SAHAR HUMAYUN
INST.  Bahria College, Naval Complex, E-8, Islamabad.
FEDERAL BOARD OF INTERMEDIATE AND SECONDARY EDUCATION, ISLAMABAD
POSITION HOLDERS HSSC II ANNUAL EXAMINATION, 2015

COMMERCE GROUP

**FIRST POSITION**
MARKS  958  
ROLL NO.  590405  
NAME  SUMIYA KHURSHID AWAN  
INST.  Punjab College, 92, Nazimuddin Road, F-8/4, Islamabad.

**SECOND POSITION**
MARKS  948  
ROLL NO.  590765  
NAME  RISHI KIYAT  
INST.  Indus College of Commerce, The Mall, Wah Cantt.

**THIRD POSITION**
MARKS  944  
ROLL NO.  590716  
NAME  BARKA SALEEM  
INST.  Punjab College of Commerce, 661-Peshawar Rd, Raw. Cantt
FEDERAL BOARD OF INTERMEDIATE AND SECONDARY EDUCATION, ISLAMABAD
POSITION HOLDERS HSSC-II ANNUAL EXAMINATION, 2015

HUMANITIES GROUP

FIRST POSITION
MARKS  951
ROLL NO.  S06900
NAME  HALEEMA RIAZ
INST.  Islamabad Model College for Girls (Post Graduate), F-7/2, Islamabad.

SECOND POSITION
MARKS  940
ROLL NO.  S12529
NAME  HASEEBA NOUREEN
INST.  WISE School & College for Girls, Wah Model Town, Phase-I, Wah Cantt

THIRD POSITION
MARKS  921
ROLL NO.  S13880
NAME  MUKARRAMA HAMID
INST.  Pakistan International School, Al Makki Azizyah, Jeddah (KSA)